Interaction of mucin with cholesterol enriched vesicles: role of mucin structural domains.
We utilized fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) to examine the role of gallbladder mucin (GBM) in promoting the aggregation and/or fusion of cholesterol enriched vesicles. By fluorescent labeling either the vesicle or the mucin, we could examine the change in vesicle size as well as changes in mucin's diffusion constant. Both FRAP and FCS show that GBM has a profound effect in inducing vesicles to aggregate/fuse, particularly after overnight incubation. GBM mucin domains (either protease digested or reduced GBM) are not as effective as native GBM. Intact GBM alone was able to shorten crystal appearance time and increase the number of crystals nucleated by polarized optical microscopy. In summary, our findings would suggest that both glycosylated and nonglycosylated domains of GBM are involved in early aggregation of cholesterol enriched vesicles but that this effect is reversible in the absence of nonglycosylated domains.